Co-occurrence networks produced from microbial survey sequencing data are frequently used to identify interactions between community members. While this approach has potential to reveal ecological processes, it has been insufficiently validated due to the technical limitations inherent in studying complex microbial ecosystems. Here, we simulate multi-species microbial communities with known interaction patterns using generalized Lotka-Volterra dynamics. We then construct co-occurrence networks and evaluate how well networks reveal the underlying interactions and how experimental and ecological parameters can affect network inference and interpretation. We find that co-occurrence networks can recapitulate interaction networks under certain conditions, but that they lose interpretability when the effects of habitat filtering become significant. We demonstrate that networks suffer from local hot spots of spurious correlation in the neighborhood of hub species that engage in many interactions. We also identify topological features associated with keystone species in co-occurrence networks. This study provides a substantiated framework to guide environmental microbiologists in the construction and interpretation of co-occurrence networks from microbial survey datasets.
INTRODUCTION
The study of co-occurrence and co-abundance patterns has a long history in ecological research. In macro-ecological surveys non-random species co-occurrence patterns are often observed, indicating that community structure is imprinted by interactions between species. Fundamentally, interactions can be either positive or negative (Faust and Raes, 2012) , and consequently lead to either aggregation or alternatively avoidance or exclusion (Cody and Diamond, 1975; Stone and Roberts, 1992; Gotelli and McCabe, 2002) . Research on macro-ecological interaction networks and their topologies has revealed that communitywide interaction patterns maximize robustness and functionality (Montoya et al., 2006; Thébault and Fontaine, 2010; Saavedra et al., 2011) . They are therefore fundamental units for understanding community dynamics and productivity.
Microorganisms also engage in a rich diversity of relationships. Interactions can be antagonistic, such as competition for a limiting resource or direct interference (e.g., by bacteriocin and siderophore production). Interactions can also be cooperative, such as transfer of complementary metabolites (e.g., interspecies H 2 transfer) or quorum sensing (Hibbing et al., 2010) . Because interactions can affect population dynamics it is expected that signatures of microbial interactions are imprinted in microbial survey datasets.
Knowledge about the composition of microbial communities from diverse environments is rapidly expanding due to tremendous advances in sequencing technologies. These technologies power ever broader and deeper surveys using targeted marker genes such as the 16S rRNA gene as well as shotgun metagenomics and metatranscriptomics (Caporaso et al., 2011; Shokralla et al., 2012) . Even though the large data sets resulting from these surveys do not provide direct evidence on interaction between species, they are amenable to co-occurrence network construction using correlation coefficients or other association metrics (e.g., Ruan et al., 2006; Barberán et al., 2012; Eiler et al., 2012; Schwab et al., 2014) . Ecological interpretations are widely applied to these cooccurrence networks, though validation of these interpretations remains scarce (Faust and Raes, 2012) . This lack of validation is particularly problematic in microbial surveys because the physiological capabilities or ecological niches of the organisms under investigation can frequently not even be roughly predicted due to the lack of closely related cultivars or sequenced genomes .
Most microbial communities are complex, consisting of many species potentially interacting with each other. This makes validation of community-wide interactions difficult if not impossible. In some cases experimental validation can be undertaken by constructing assemblages of organisms and inferring interactions based on combinations of these assemblages (Trosvik et al., 2010) . This approach is limited, however, because constructed assemblies may not be relevant to the environment and poorly reflect the complex "wild" ecosystem, and organisms of interest may be so-far uncultured. Alternatively, one can model microbial populations using simple rules about their growth behavior and interaction patterns and thereby simulate dynamics of complex multispecies communities. Mathematical modeling has been used to explore processes such as biofilm formation (Wimpenny and Colasanti, 1997) , response of the gut microbiota to changes in diet (Faith et al., 2011) , and recovery of the microbial community after antibiotic treatment (Stein et al., 2013) . Modeling allows one to investigate a range of situations and parameters and identify under what conditions robust inference can be made. Simulation therefore plays an important role in establishing a framework for exploring microbial diversity and identifying putative interactions in real ecosystems.
Here we use generalized Lotka-Volterra (gLV) modeling to simulate the dynamics of multispecies microbial consortia engaged in competitive and cooperative interactions. gLV models are based on simple rules about the effect of each species on each other. They have been applied as representations of microbial communities in diverse environments (Mounier et al., 2008; Rodriguez-Brito et al., 2010; Stein et al., 2013) as well as macroecological communities (Case, 2000) . By simulating a range of conditions, we evaluate how well co-occurrence networks capture the underlying causal interaction structure by exploring their accuracy for mapping interactions. Investigated conditions cover sampling breadth (i.e., number of samples) and intrinsic ecological parameters such as diversity and interaction structure. We also identify topological features of the network that can be used to predict keystone species. Finally, we provide a summary of best practices and methodological considerations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

SIMULATION OF GENERALIZED LOTKA-VOLTERRA DYNAMICS
Microbial community population dynamics were simulated using a generalized Lotka-Volterra model that follows the form:
where for any species i drawn from a meta-community, x is the vector of species abundances, r i is growth rate of species i, k i is the carrying capacity of species i, and A is a matrix containing interaction coefficients between species (Case, 2000) . The model was evaluated using numerical integration with the lsoda function in the R package deSolve (Soetaert et al., 2010) . Growth rates were assigned to each species from a uniform distribution from >0 to 1 so that all species were capable of positive growth. Carrying capacities were assigned to each species by drawing from either a β distribution, which allows one to simulate a range of distributions from a uniform distribution (with coefficients α = 1, β = 1) to an increasingly uneven distribution (e.g., α = 1 and β > 1), or alternatively from a lognormal distribution to simulate a very uneven distribution. Carrying capacity distributions were scaled to range between 1 and 100. Initial abundances of the species were drawn from a uniform distribution ranging between 10 and 100. The scaling of the carrying capacities and initial abundances was chosen for convenience and do not affect the outcomes of our investigation. The interaction matrix, which determines the topology of the metacommunity network, was assigned from different random models: (i) Erdös-Renyi model (Erdős and Rényi, 1959) resulting in a uniform distribution for interactions, (ii) the Watts-Strogatz model (Watts and Strogatz, 1998) forming networks with small world property, (iii) the Barabasi-Albert model (Barabasi and Albert, 1999) generating scale-free networks, and (iv) the Klemm-Eguiluz model (Klemm and Eguíluz, 2002; Prettejohn et al., 2011) generating topologies with small world and scale-free properties as well as modularity. Interaction magnitude was drawn from a uniform distribution between −1 and 1 (note that a negative value indicates synergy and a positive value antagonism) and the diagonal of the interaction matrix was set to unity to yield classic logistic growth dynamics in the absence of inter-specific interactions. The above-specified parameters were generated for a metacommunity that was subsequently subsampled to produce local communities. Subsampling was performed in a way to allow for a certain adjustable average percentage of shared species between local communities. The population dynamics of each local community was simulated using numerical integration until it reached steady state, when species abundances no longer changed with time, and the resulting species abundances were recorded. This process was repeated for the desired number of local communities.
CO-OCCURRENCE NETWORKS
Co-occurrence networks were produced by applying an association metric or correlation coefficient to the simulated abundance data in a pair-wise manner. Statistically significant aggregation or avoidance was determined by generating a null distribution for each species pair by shuffling the site-abundance of one of the species and re-calculating the association metric. This resampling was performed 1000 times and the resulting distribution was used to generate p-values for observed association metric. P-values were corrected for multiple comparisons using the method of Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) and p-values less than p = 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant edges in the network. The sparCC program (Friedman and Alm, 2012) , which was used for treatment of relative abundance data, uses a similar approach based on matrix permutation and null distribution generation.
EVALUATING NETWORK PROPERTIES
To evaluate the topological properties of both the interaction and the co-occurrence network, we used the package igraph (Csardi and Nepusz, 2006) in the R environment. Particularly we were interested in properties potentially relevant for community roles and functioning as previously hypothesized in (Faust and Raes, 2012) and references therein, these are:
(i) Mean degree <k>: the degree of a node counts the number of edges it has. The mean degree is calculated over all nodes in the network. The mean is subsequently determined from all nodes in the network. (v) Betweenness centrality <CB>: the betweenness centrality of a node is equal to the number of shortest paths between any two nodes in the graph passing through that node. The mean is calculated from all nodes in the network. (vi) Closeness centrality <CC>: the closeness centrality of a node is given by the average distance of this node to any other node. Again, the network-wide measure is an average over all nodes in the network.
CALCULATING SENSITIVITY AND SPECIFICITY
The interaction network and co-occurrence network were compared to one another to determine the sensitivity and the specificity of the constructed co-occurrence network in detecting direct (first-order) interactions. For this calculation a true positive (TP) was indicated by the presence of an edge in the cooccurrence network that had the same sign as in the interaction network (when using association metrics with sign). A false positive (FP) was an edge in the co-occurrence network not present in the interaction network. A false negative (FN) was present in the interaction network but not the co-occurrence network. A true negative (TN) was not present in either interaction or cooccurrence network. Sensitivity was defined as TP/(TP+FN) and specificity was defined as TN/(TN+FP). In the case where two species interacted with each other with different signs, the interaction with the larger absolute value was taken to be the sign of the net interaction. Statistically significant differences were determined using analysis of variance and the Tukey method implemented in R.
KEYSTONE SPECIES ANALYSIS
Keystone species are commonly understood as species that have a disproportionate deleterious effect on the community upon their removal. The concept is straightforward if the community is pictured as interaction network with heterogeneous interaction patterns resembling dependencies within the community. We applied a brute-force leave-one-out strategy to evaluate the "degree of keystoneness" of a species in a given community network. We set the abundance of the species under investigation to zero and simulated community consolidation. The resulting steady state abundances were collected and compared to the original community abundances. We evaluated the impact of the keystone on species richness, in other words, the number of lost species in the steady state community. This procedure was applied to every node in the network to obtain a distribution of keystoneness, which was further used in correlations with topological measures. For co-occurrence networks we generated an average keystoneness for every node. The keystoneness of the node under investigation was evaluated for each different sampling site individually in the interaction network according to the procedure outlined above and subsequently averaged. Accordingly, the maximum keystone property of the interaction network constitutes the upper boundary for the mean keystone property of the co-occurrence networks. Moreover we collected data about the interaction between the keystone and its target, particularly shortest path length and interaction type. The shortest path was used to record the depth of the keystone effect on the community in a standardized way. The interaction type is given in the interaction matrix, and we distinguished in a coarse-grained approximation antagonistic (−) from cooperative interactions (+). For long distance keystone interaction we used the product of all interactions along the shortest path between keystone and target. Keystones were classified by their topological properties using linear discriminant analysis (LDA) implemented in the MASS package in R. To do this, the dataset was randomly subsampled into two equally sized subsets with an equal number of keystones and non-keystones. An LDA model was constructed with one subset and the accuracy of the model was determined with the other subset. Accuracy was defined as number of correctly classified nodes divided by the total number of classified nodes.
RESULTS
GENERALIZED LOTKA-VOLTERRA MODELS AND CO-OCCURRENCE NETWORKS
We simulated microbial metacommunities using generalized Lotka-Volterra (gLV) dynamics (Figure 1) . Species subsampled from a metacommunity were used to produce local communities and community population dynamics were simulated until steady state abundances were reached. This process was repeated to produce a site-abundance matrix for the species in each metacommunity, which was then used to build a co-occurrence network using a variety of standard methods. As described below, we explored the effects of a range of experimental and ecological parameters on co-occurrence network performance. When not otherwise specified we used a "standard community" with an average 100 species per site, carrying capacities drawn from a uniform distribution, 80% shared species between sites, a random interaction network structure with an average of 2 interactions per species, and a "standard network" constructed from 100 sampling sites with absolute abundance data and the Spearman correlation coefficient.
EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS
We examined the effects of three major factors that can be determined by the experimenter: (1) the number of sampling sites, (2) the association metric applied, and (3) the use of absolute vs. relative abundance data. When using only a small number of samples the specificity of co-occurrence networks was low, but it increased with an increasing number of sites until it plateaued at about 25 sites ( Figure 2A) . As the number of sites was further increased the sensitivity continued to increase, although it also appeared to slowly plateau. We compared several commonly used association metrics: Bray-Curtis dissimilarity, Jaccard index, mutual information score, Kendall coefficient, Pearson coefficient, and Spearman coefficient. All metrics yielded highly specific networks except for mutual information score, which had significantly lower specificity ( Figure 2B , all comparisons are significant with a p < 0.05). Among the metrics with high specificity, Pearson and Spearman coefficients had the highest sensitivity, followed by Kendall coefficient and BrayCurtis dissimilarity, and then Jaccard index (p < 0.05 for all FIGURE 1 | Simulating microbial communities with generalized Lotka-Volterra modeling for co-occurrence network testing. The main steps in the simulations are (1) producing an interaction matrix and directed network for a metacommunity, (2) simulating population dynamics in individual communities until steady state abundances are reached, (3) constructing a co-occurrence network, and (4) evaluating the extent to which the co-occurrence network reflects the interaction network, as well as the ecological significance of topological features of the network. Positive interactions and correlations are indicated in black and negative interactions and correlations in red. In the interaction network an arrow indicates the direction of interaction.
comparisons except Pearson vs. Spearman and Kendall vs. BrayCurtis). We compared co-occurrence network performance from communities with either uniform or log-normal distributed species when constructed with absolute data, relative abundance data, and sparCC-corrected relative abundance data. Network specificity was reduced for relative abundance data but was restored by SparCC correction (p < 0.05 for both uniform and lognormal distributions). However, SparCC correction led to a decrease in sensitivity compared to absolute abundance data ( Figure 2C , p < 0.05 for both uniform and log-normal distributions).
ECOLOGICAL PARAMETERS
Species richness and species evenness generally did not influence network sensitivity or specificity ( Figures 3A,B , respectively), though there was a dramatic loss of specificity for very low species richness (10-20 species). Beta diversity, which was calculated using Jaccard similarity, had a large impact on network sensitivity. Specificity remained high at Jaccard similarities ranging from 20 to 80%, but sensitivity increased with increasing similarity. To evaluate the effect of site heterogeneity on network inference, we randomly varied the carrying capacities of each species at each site. With increasing heterogeneity the co-occurrence network sensitivity initially dropped rapidly and then plateaued, but the specificity remained high ( Figure 4A) . We then considered the case of exclusionary environments in which only a subset of species can survive in both habitats. We simulated two habitats to which a certain proportion of the species in the metacommunity were exclusively associated while keeping constant the within-habitat site similarity. When more than 20-30% of species were exclusive to only one environment the specificity of the networks rapidly declined ( Figure 4B) .
Interaction density (i.e., the average number of interactions per species) dramatically reduced the specificity of cooccurrence networks ( Figure 5A) . To examine the impact of the topological interaction structure on co-occurrence inference, we compared random networks (Erdös-Renyi, ER), small-world networks (Watts-Strogatz, WS), scale-free networks (BarabasiAlbert, BA), and small-world, scale-free networks with some modularity (Klemm-Eguiluz, K). Barabasi-Albert scale-free networks had the lowest specificity ( Figure 5B , p < 0.05). Key topological properties of the network were reproduced at lower but not higher interaction density ( Figure 5C , mean degree: r 2 = 0.81 between 1 and 10, transitivity: r 2 = 0.42 between 0 and 0.05, shortest path: r 2 = 0.77 when >2). Centrality measures (betweenness and closeness centrality) were not well reproduced (r 2 = 0.24 and 0.11, respectively). The power law distribution of scale-free networks was also not well reproduced ( Figure 5D ). We examined the false positive rate (i.e., rate of spurious correlations) as a function of interaction path length and found that in random networks the FPs were primarily driven by species connected by a path of less than or equal to 3 ( Figure 5D ). The false positive rate (with interaction path length 2) was higher with higher node degree ( Figure 5E ). FIGURE 2 | Effect of experimental and analytical parameters on co-occurrence network performance. The sensitivity and specificity of co-occurrence networks in revealing direct interactions was tested using the standard community of 100 species per site, 100 sites with 80% species overlap between them, carrying capacities drawn from a uniform distribution and an average of 2 interactions per species, while varying the following parameters: (A) sampling breadth (i.e., number of samples), (B) association metric used (MI = mutual information score), (C) and use of absolute abundance (AA), relative abundance (RA), or sparCC-corrected relative abundance (RA-corrected) data. For (C) the different data types were compared for communities with uniformly-or log-normally-distributed species abundances. All comparisons in the left panel of (B,C) are significant (p < 0.05) except where denotes with N.S. * indicates p < 0.05 for all comparisons against all other conditions that are not starred.
KEYSTONE SPECIES
As keystoneness of a species increases, the number of direct interactions that it engages in does not increase, but the number of species that are affected indirectly by it increases linearly (r 2 = 0.94) ( Figure 6A ). Species directly affected by the loss of a keystone had positive interactions with the keystone (Figure 6A ). Species indirectly affected by keystones, however, had a roughly equal number of net positive and negative interactions with the keystone species along the most direct path via common neighbors. We examined whether topological properties in interaction or co-occurrence networks could be used to identify keystone species (examples of selected parameters are shown in Figure 6B ). We found no strong patterns for keystone species in four major topological parameters in the interaction network ( Figure 6C ). Co-occurrence networks, however, did show trends, with keystone species tending to have high mean degree, low betweenness centrality, high closeness centrality, and high transitivity ( Figure 6C) . By employing these four topological features in a LDA model were able to correctly classify nodes as keystones with 85% accuracy even when a relatively low level of keystoneness (≥2) was defined as a threshold. For higher keystoneness thresholds the accuracy could be further improved.
DISCUSSION SIMULATION OF COMPLEX MICROBIAL COMMUNITIES
Microbial ecosystems can harbor a tremendous phylogenetic and functional diversity of organisms engaged in manifold activities and embedded in an unseen network of interactions. Understanding recurrent patterns of microbial community organization, community roles and detailed dependencies between species requires causal evidence of these microbial interactions. But, given the complexity of most microbial habitats, we are currently heavily limited in our attempt for direct insight. In an alternative approach, co-occurrence networks are produced using correlation of abundance patterns from gene-targeted (e.g., 16S rRNA gene) or metagenomic sequencing data. These correlation networks have been proposed as a means to approximate microbial interactions, but validation is generally lacking. In order to evaluate the performance of co-occurrence networks, we simulated microbial metacommunities of species that can interact with one another using generalized Lotka-Volterra (gLV) dynamics (Figure 1) . The term species is used here as a general term for a biologically meaningful unit, which could also be substituted with other terms such as "operational taxonomic unit," strain or serotype. The beauty of this approach is that here, unlike in FIGURE 3 | Effect of ecological properties on co-occurrence network performance. The sensitivity and specificity of co-occurrence networks in revealing direct interactions was tested using the standard community, while varying aspects of α and β diversity. Properties evaluated were the diversity properties: (A) per-site species richness, and (B) species evenness. Evenness was controlled by drawing species carrying capacities from either (i) a scaled β distribution (α parameter = 1) and tuning β from 1 (equivalent to a uniform distribution) to 20 to increase unevenness, or (ii) a scaled lognormal distribution. (C) β diversity was evaluated by modifying the site similarity (or Jaccard similarity), which is the mean percentage of shared species between any two local communities in the meta-community.
nature, the real interactions and interaction structure in the metacommunity is known. By comparing the network of interactions to the co-occurrence network we can therefore directly judge the quality of the co-occurrence network in revealing the underlying interaction structure.
EFFECTS OF SAMPLING BREADTH AND ANALYSIS OPTIONS
Irrespective of the microbial ecosystem under investigation, a researcher must decide how to best sample for and analyze microbial survey data. We examined the effects of sample number, the association metric used, and absolute vs. relative abundance data. As expected, we observed a loss of specificity in the co-occurrence network when using only a small number of samples applied to absolute abundance data (Figure 2A) . The specificity of the network increased with an increasing number of sites until it plateaued at about 25 sites. Sensitivity could be improved further using up to 100 sites. This indicates that networks constructed with a low number of sites are susceptible to FP edges and should therefore be interpreted with caution.
We next evaluated the effect of association metric on the performance of the co-occurrence network by applying several commonly used metrics ( Figure 2B ). All tested metrics yielded highly specific networks except for mutual information score.
Mutual information score also does not include the sign of interaction (i.e., whether an interaction is positive or negative). We therefore suggest that mutual information score be used only in combination with a second metric in order to give the interaction a sign and to increase specificity. For the other examined metrics, Pearson and Spearman coefficients had the highest sensitivity ( Figure 2B ). The Jaccard index, which is a presence-absence metric, had very low sensitivity compared to the other metrics. This indicates that quantitative species abundance, and not just presence or absence, contains important information about speciesspecies interactions. Association metrics are used to compare the similarity of microbial communities in a variety of applications and it is known that metrics differ in their performance in detecting different patterns (Lozupone et al., 2007) . In our analysis Spearman and Pearson correlation coefficients were the top performers for detecting interactions in metacommunities from relatively similar communities and absolute abundance data, but other metrics may prove to be superior in other applications.
Almost all sequencing surveys employ relative abundance measures rather than quantifying absolute abundances of microorganisms. This is known to lead to a bias in which spurious correlations are produced, particularly when the community is uneven and has low species richness (Friedman and Alm). There FIGURE 4 | Effect of heterogeneity and habitat filtering on co-occurrence network performance. The sensitivity and specificity of co-occurrence networks in revealing direct interactions was tested using the standard community, while varying carrying capacity and species overlap. (A) Heterogeneity was simulated by stochastically varying species carrying capacities at each local site with a certain variance. This is analogous to the additional noise that would be expected if sites were near to, but not yet in, steady state. (B) The effect of habitat filtering was explored as a function of filtering intensity, which is the percent of the metacommunity that cannot occupy multiple habitats (i.e., percent habitat specialists).
are two options open to the investigator: either to quantify total absolute abundances of all bacteria-using, for example, qPCR to determine total bacterial gene copy numbers in each sample-in order to convert relative compositional data to absolute data, or to employ a correction using the principle of sub-compositional coherence (Aitchison, 2003) before correlation analysis, such as is done in the program sparCC (Friedman and Alm, 2012) . As expected, the specificity of networks suffered when relative abundance data was used, and sparCC correction was able to eliminate spurious correlations ( Figure 2C) . Interestingly, sparCC correction also reduced the sensitivity of these networks compared to absolute abundance data. While absolute abundance data is the gold standard for network construction, we recognize that it is not always feasible to produce this data. For cases in which only relative abundance data is available SparCC correction is a valuable tool, but it should be kept in mind that sensitivity might be lost when applying this correction.
EFFECT OF ALPHA AND BETA DIVERSITY
Microbial communities in different environments can vary widely in their composition and structure. Though the experimenter cannot necessarily influence ecological parameters, it is valuable to know which factors may cause problems in co-occurrence network inference. We considered the effect of species richness, community evenness, and similarity of communities across sampling sites. Species richness and species evenness, which are aspects of what is known as α (or within-site) diversity, did not have a large influence on network sensitivity and specificity (Figures 3A,B) , though at very low species richness (10-20 species) there was a dramatic loss of specificity. This was not an artifact of relative abundance data since absolute abundance was used, but rather likely arises from the relatively interaction-rich nature of these low species richness communities (discussed in the section below). Most environments are relatively species-rich, with estimates of about 10 2 -10 4 species (Fierer and Lennon, 2011) , but network inference could be problematic for low-speciesrichness environments such as the atmosphere (Bowers et al., 2009) , acidic environments (Baker and Banfield, 2003; Tyson et al., 2004) , and glacial ice (Simon et al., 2009) if species that are present in these environments are interacting frequently with one another. The structure of most microbial communities is known to be extremely uneven, with a few dominant taxa overshadowing many rare taxa (Huber et al., 2007; Bent and Forney, 2008) . Our analysis suggests that community evenness does not directly affect co-occurrence network sensitivity and specificity. However, it may have an indirect effect because uneven communities require increased sampling depth in order to detect the real species richness, and if this is inadequate the number of detected species (i.e., the effective richness) will be reduced.
The diversity of communities between different sites, or β diversity, can be calculated via a variety of metrics (Lozupone et al., 2007) . We used a simple and intuitive metric to quantify the similarity of communities at different sampling sites: the average percentage of species shared between any two sites (i.e., the Jaccard similarity). The similarity of communities had a large effect on network sensitivity ( Figure 3C ). Though specificity FIGURE 5 | Effect of interaction structure on co-occurrence network performance. The sensitivity and specificity of co-occurrence networks in revealing direct interactions was tested using the standard community under different interaction scenarios. (A) Interaction density of random (ER) networks, or the mean frequency of an interaction between any two species, was varied between 0 and 0.6. (B) Interaction networks with different structures but with the same mean interaction density (0.02) were simulated. Interaction networks were chosen to have random (ER), small-world (WS), scale-free (B), and small-world, scale free and modular (K) properties. (C) The ability of the co-occurrence network to reproduce the interaction network topology was examined for a few key network parameters: the mean degree, transitivity, the mean shortest path length, and cumulative degree distribution. Black lines indicate regions for which a linear model was fit. Standard community with mean species number set to 50 per site was used for (C-E). (D) For ER networks of varying interaction densities, the false positive rate (FPR) was determined with respect to the interaction path length between the species incorrectly identified as directly interacting. (E) For different interaction network structures, the per-species FPR was identified with respect to the number of interactions (i.e., the interaction degree) of the species. All comparisons in the left panel of (B) are significant (p < 0.05) except where denotes with N.S. * indicates p < 0.05 for all comparisons against all other conditions that are not starred.
remained high at similarities ranging from 20 to 80%, the sensitivity increased through this range with increasing similarity. Samples with relatively high similarity in species membership are therefore useful for constructing sensitive networks. Many real microbial communities have a lower percentage of shared taxa (e.g., Tap et al., 2009; Zinger et al., 2011) , but this is largely due to undersampling of rare species (Lemos et al., 2012) . In this case, we recommend removing species that are present in less than 20% of the sampling sites to avoid spurious correlations. Specificity also suffered for communities with average shared species above 90%, but this will likely not be a problem in practice because this level of similarity is seldom encountered in microbial surveys. 
EFFECT OF HETEROGENEITY AND GRADIENTS
The communities evaluated thus far have been at steady state, a simplification that may not always be representative of many complex communities (Briones and Raskin, 2003; Curtis and Sloan, 2004; Shade et al., 2012) . We therefore looked at how variability in properties of local sites affects network inference. This was done by randomly varying the carrying capacities of each species at each site, which can be interpreted as adding inter-site heterogeneity in which each species has a greater or lesser advantage, and thereby essentially adds "noise" to the dataset. We discovered that as the heterogeneity was increased the co-occurrence network sensitivity initially dropped rapidly and then plateaued, but unexpectedly the specificity remained high (Figure 4A ). This indicates that cooccurrence networks are robust to small differences in sample sites or near-steady-state community conditions, and that while some sensitivity is lost the specificity of the resulting networks remains reliable.
Microbial surveys commonly compare samples across environmental gradients (such as pH or temperature) or in very different habitats (e.g., freshwater vs. saltwater) in which different species are expected to thrive, which is also called habitat filtering (e.g., Caporaso et al., 2011) . To examine how co-occurrence networks perform when sampling gradients or between environments in which only a subset of species can survive in both habitats, we evaluated the case of two habitats exclusive to a certain proportion of the species (habitat specialists) in the metacommunity, while keeping constant the within-habitat site similarity ( Figure 4B) . We found that when more than 20-30% of species were habitat specialists and survived in only one environment, the specificity of the networks rapidly declined. This loss in specificity occurs because the co-occurrence network is unable to distinguish whether a statistically significant co-occurrence is due to an interaction or rather to a shared habitat preference. In other words, species that aggregate in certain sites due to environmental factors but do not interact will appear in co-occurrence networks along with species that are habitat generalists but that truly interact with one another. This very important result underscores that when co-occurrence networks are used to infer putative interactions samples should be drawn from similar environments in order to minimize the effects of habitat filtering or else the resulting network will suffer from a lack of interpretability.
EFFECT OF INTERACTION DENSITY AND STRUCTURE
While various mechanisms of cooperative and competitive interactions have been identified, little is known about the prevalence and importance of these in natural communities (Hibbing et al., 2010) . In vitro and in silico analyses have demonstrated widespread competition (Foster and Bell, 2012) as well as unexpected cooperation with increasing species richness (Freilich et al., 2011) . In our simulations we found that interaction density-the probability that there is an interaction between any two species-has a dramatic effect on the specificity of co-occurrence networks ( Figure 5A ). As interaction density increases the specificity of the network is lost, which is due to higher-order correlation in a denser network (i.e., the situation where two species do not interact with each other but both interact with a third species and as a result are correlated due to an indirect interaction) (Krumsiek et al., 2011) . This effect also explains why low richness communities in the simulations discussed above had low specificity: when evaluating species richness the average number of interactions per species was kept constant and therefore the interaction density increased as species richness decreased ( Figure 3A) . Note however that this is not a mere theoretical problem but can be easily encountered in communities of strongly interacting microbial clusters (Tyson et al., 2004; Tringe et al., 2005) .
To step beyond interaction density, we considered the impact of the topological interaction structure on co-occurrence inference. Alternative topological patterns of community-wide interactions can enforce or hinder robustness and resilience of the community and are therefore important for community productivity. Interaction structure in complex microbial communities is unknown, so we utilized network models with different properties to consider the possible parameter space. We investigated to what extent the particular structure of interactions influences the community representation in the co-occurrence network. Recurrent topological properties observed in macroecological interaction networks include small-worldness, scalefreeness and modularity (Montoya et al., 2006; Thébault and Fontaine, 2010) . Here we used standard network algorithms generating random networks with the outlined topologies, i.e., respectively Watts-Strogatz, Barabasi Alberts, and KlemmEguiluz, the latter of which features all three properties and might thus be the closest, yet very coarse-grained approximation to complex microbial communities. We found that BA scale-free networks were the most susceptible to spurious correlations ( Figure 5B) . BA networks tend to have species that engage in many interactions. These hub species interact with many other species and by that increase the possibility of wrong correlations between species indirectly connected by a hub (Krumsiek et al., 2011) . Similarly, when comparing the ability of the co-occurrence network to reproduce the topological properties of the interaction network, we found that key properties such as mean degree, transitivity, and mean shortest path length are reproduced well at lower interaction density, but not as interaction density increases ( Figure 5C) . Also, the power law distribution representative of scale-free networks was scarcely reproduced (Figure 5D ), indicating that scalefree interaction patterns in microbial communities may not be well represented by the degree distribution of co-occurrence networks.
In order to further evaluate how spurious correlation is distributed in the network, we looked at the false positive rate with respect to the distance between species in the interaction network. For example, species that directly interact with each other have a minimal path length of 1, and species that do not directly interact with each other, but both interact with a common third species would have a minimal path length of 2. Spurious correlations cannot, by definition, occur when species have an interaction path length of 1 (since these are interacting species), so we examined the rate of FP correlations in path lengths >1. We found that in random networks with different interaction densities most spurious correlations were found between species with path length 2 or 3 (Figure 5D ), which strongly suggests that co-occurrence network specificity can be compromised when indirect effects from interacting species in a complex community come into play (Krumsiek et al., 2011) . We revisited the false positive rate between species connected via a common first neighbor (shortest path = 2) vs. their node degree (number of interactions) across network topologies ( Figure 5E ). We found that highly interacting hub species, which were most prevalent in BA networks, are responsible for the highest number of false correlations. Network hubs, therefore, are hot spots for spurious correlations due to the local density of interactions. Future work is needed to develop a procedure to correct for this problem and to control for the false positive rate in interaction-rich networks and in neighborhoods of hubs.
KEYSTONE SPECIES IN NETWORKS
Keystone species are commonly defined as species that exert a disproportionately large effect on the ecosystem relative to their abundance (Power et al., 1996) . In macro-ecology top predators are often considered keystone species because they control the population sizes of prey species, but examples from microbial ecosystems include low abundant but highly active sulfate reducers that mediate a major biogeochemical process (Pester et al., 2010) and primary degraders of recalcitrant substrates in the gut that make available substrates for other organisms (Ze et al., 2012) . Collectively, the impact these keystones have on their communities is shaped by the repertoire of interactions with other members. In terms of interaction topology we hypothesized that keystone behavior leads to recurrent topological patterns in the network.
We searched for keystone species in both the interaction network and co-occurrence network by reasoning that keystone species should have a large impact on the community composition, and therefore that absence of the keystone species should lead to major losses in community members. We found that as a species in the native interaction network becomes more and more of a keystone, the number of direct interactions that it engages in does not increase. Instead, the number of species that are affected indirectly by the keystone, i.e., via one or more community members, does increase linearly (r 2 = 0.94) ( Figure 6A) . As expected species directly affected by the loss of a keystone strongly tended to have positive, or synergistic, interactions with the keystone (Figure 6A) . Interestingly, species indirectly affected by keystones had a roughly equal number of net positive and negative interactions with the keystone species along the most direct path via common neighbors, where negative net interactions between keystone and affected species are more pronounced in better-linked network topologies with increasing small-world property. Thus their loss from the community is likely due to the increasing number of alternative interaction paths connecting them with keystone species (Figure 6A) .
We then asked whether we could identify keystone species via topological properties in interaction or co-occurrence networks (examples of selected parameters are shown in Figure 6B ). We found no strong patterns for keystone species in four major topological parameters in the interaction network across four particular network shapes (Figure 6C) . Co-occurrence networks, however, did show trends, with keystone species tending to have high mean degree, low betweenness centrality, and high closeness centrality ( Figure 6C ). Some species with low keystoneness also shared these properties, so even if these properties seem to be prerequisite for keystones, they are not highly specific. However, these properties could be used to classify nodes as keystones with at least 85% accuracy in a LDA model, indicating that they do have predictive power. This analysis reveals that keystone species are more detectable in co-occurrence networks than interaction networks with the tested topological shapes, and that keystones in co-occurrence networks tend to be highly connected and centrally-clustering nodes. More generally, keystoneness is a result of interaction topology. Depending on the interaction topology and type (beneficial/antagonistic), keystone species can promote or reduce species richness. Therefore, we would expect that no matter whether keystones are defined as species that have either a relatively large positive or negative impact, they would be identifiable by the same topological features in the co-occurrence networks.
METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In the above analysis we have assumed that the input data is able to quantitatively represent all species (or any other biologically meaningful unit) present in an environment. There are several methodological problems that may violate these assumptions in 16S rRNA-based (or other gene-targeted) sequencing surveys. Primers for gene-targeted surveys are designed to maximize coverage (Klindworth et al., 2013) and therefore commonly include degeneracies that can lead to biased amplification in multi-template PCR (Chandler et al., 1997) and that the original ratio of templates is not preserved after PCR (Polz and 
Box 1 | Best Practices for Co-Occurrence Network Construction and Inference
• Filter out infrequent species. Remove infrequent species from dataset until mean site similarity (Jaccard similarity) is at least 20%.
Communities with very low similarity produce less specific co-occurrence networks. Removal of additional species will increase the sensitivity of the network.
• Sequence communities with highly uneven composition more deeply. This is necessary to achieve a high coverage and to therefore recover most or all potentially interacting species.
• Include as many samples as possible. Co-occurrence networks produced from few samples are highly unreliable. We recommend using a minimum of 25 samples, but including even more samples will increase sensitivity for co-occurrence events.
• Include only samples from similar environments. Samples from very different environments are likely to subject species to habitat filtering, which makes network interpretation impossible. Co-occurrence networks are robust to some heterogeneity in environments, but the less heterogeneity is included the more robust and sensitive will be the network. Outlier samples (e.g., a seawater sample in a freshwater survey) should be removed before network construction.
• Use absolute abundance, or sparCC-corrected relative abundance data. Relative abundance data suffers from apparent correlations, which reduces the specificity of the network. This can be avoided by using absolute abundance data or by applying a correction to relative abundance data using the principle of subcompositional coherence.
• Use sequencing data at the highest resolution possible. Clustering of data into operational taxonomic units or "species" should be done at the maximum possible sequence similarity (given the capabilities and error rates of the sequencing technology used) in order to avoid grouping unlike organisms. Oppositely, groups with high sequence similarity that correlate extremely highly should be closely examined to ensure that they are not two gene copies on the same chromosome.
• For absolute abundance data, use Spearman or Pearson correlation coefficients to construct co-occurrence networks. These two coefficients outperform other tested metrics in their sensitivity and specificity for detecting interactions in absolute abundance data.
• Be aware of spurious correlation due to indirect interactions. Interaction dense communities and species with a high number of correlations tend to have increased rate of spurious correlations, so be particularly cautious of inferring a direct interaction between any two species in the neighborhood of hub or highly-connected species.
Cavanaugh, 1998). Additionally, library preparation for nextgeneration sequencing using sequencing-adapter-and barcodecontaining primers can introduce biases (Berry et al., 2011) . It is therefore advisable to use a low-cycle number PCR, pool replicate PCR reactions, and use a two-step PCR protocol for preparing barcoded sequencing libraries (Polz and Cavanaugh, 1998; Berry et al., 2011) . In addition to technical biases, biological processes can also lead to violations in our assumptions. Microorganisms have variable copy number of targeted genes such as rRNA genes (Farrelly et al., 1995) , which can influence abundance in sequencing libraries. In addition genomes with several gene copies may have non-identical copies and this intragenomic heterogeneity (Acinas et al., 2004; Sun et al., 2013) can lead to counting one species as several species. Alternatively, the targeted gene or gene region may have insufficient resolution to resolve different species, as is the case for the 16S rRNA gene in the Escherichia coli (Wirth et al., 2006) , or ecologically meaningful taxa. While some functions are well conserved in lineages, such as for example photosynthesis, the phylogenetic signal of many functions is lost extremely rapidly, with organisms more than 1% divergent in the 16S rRNA gene having completely different carbohydrate utilization profiles (Martiny et al., 2013) . Finally, and most challenging to study or to evaluate, microorganisms may have different activities in different local communities. Phenotypically plastic organisms could engage in different metabolisms and even have different interactions under different conditions (Klitgord and Segrè, 2010; Berry et al., 2013) . In order to minimize the above-listed problems, we recommend to use the highest level of sequence resolution possible with the targeted gene and sequencing approach, to evaluate if any taxa are covarying to such a great extent that it is likely that the targeted genes are chromosomally-linked (Sunagawa et al., 2013) , and to compare relatively similar environments in which it is less likely that organisms drastically change their metabolisms or interaction patterns.
Based on our findings, we have developed a set of best practices to guide co-occurrence network analysis (Box 1).
CONCLUSION
Using a simulation approach we have shown that co-occurrence networks can indeed identify putative interactions between microorganisms in the environment, but that the performance of networks is highly dependent on several factors. Experimental design and analysis options must be carefully considered in order to produce co-occurrence networks that can be reliably interpreted, and to facilitate this we outline key best practices to follow. When properly produced, co-occurrence networks can reveal possible community interaction patterns and are therefore a powerful tool for generating hypotheses about interactions that can then be tested in targeted experiments.
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